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Key Features and Benefits
SpeedCleanTM – Cleans and Dries a
Full Load of Dirty Dishes in Under
an Hour.

Ultimate ScrubTM –  increases water
pressure by 30% to clean the toughest
baked on foods.

UltraQuietTM Design – built to get
your dishes clean without the loud
noise generated by standard designs.

PureSourceTM 2 – Frigidaire's water
filtration system that allows you 
to have bottled water quality for a
fraction of the cost, in a convenient
easy to change location. 

EasyCareTM Stainless Steel – Real
stainless steel with a protective 
coating for smudge resistance and
less maintenance.

Electronic Temperature Controls –
allows for precise temperature 
settings which helps keep foods
fresher longer.

EvenCook3TM Element Convection -
3 cooking elements and an air 
circulating fan for superior 
cooking results.

Continuous Grate System - creates
an expanded, countertop-level
cooking surface to accommodate
over-sized cookware.

Deep Drawn Gas - recessed gas
cooking surface providing ease 
of cleanup and superior spill 
protection.

SpeedBakeTM - air circulating 
fan which reduces cooking time by
up to 30%.

Precision SetTM Controls - digital
controls that give you the precision
of gas cooking on an electric 
surface.

Expandable Element - 6˝ or 9˝
expandable element that allows the
flexibility of using different sizes 
of cookware.
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Glossary of Terms
CFM - cubic feet per minute; refers to the amount of air
exhausted from your kitchen to remove odors and cooking
particles

Cooktop - a gas or electric cooking surface that is built into a
countertop

Counter Depth - a refrigerator that is not deeper than most
kitchen counters, saving you space in your kitchen

Deep Drawn Gas - recessed gas cooking surface providing ease
of cleanup and superior spill protection

Dual Fuel - range that gives you the control of a gas cooktop
and the precision of an electric oven

EasyCareTM Stainless Steel - real stainless steel with a protective
coating for smudge resistance and low maintenance

Expandable Elements - an electric burner that gives you the
flexibility to cook with different size cookware

EvenCook3TM Element Convection - 3 cooking elements and
an air circulating fan for better cooking results

Fresh LokTM Hydrators - Humidity controlled crisper drawers,
for longer food preservation

Fresh LokTM Meatkeeper - Allows cold air to enter the deli
drawer, keeping meats fresher and better tasting

Gas-thru-Glass - sleek look of ceramic glass on a gas cooktop
for easy cleanup.

Hidden Bake Element - utilizing a porcelain plate which
encloses the lower heating element enabling quick and easy
cleanup

MaxxCleanTM - self-cleaning option that provides 25% more
cleaning power for heavily soiled ovens

NSF® Sanitary Rinse Option - guaranteed by the National
Sanitation Foundation to kill 99.999% of bacteria

Power Burner - high output gas burner that cooks foods faster

PrecisionSelectTM - electronic controls for precise wash action
and to enhance cleaning performance

Precision SetTM Controls - digital controls that give you the 
precision of gas cooking on an electric surface

PrecisionWashTM - Frigidaire's European inspired wash system
that uses less water and is quieter than traditional wash systems

PureSource 2TM - Frigidaire's water filtration system that
allows you to have bottled water quality at home

QuadMaxxTM Surface - electric surface with four expandable
elements for ultimate cooking flexibility

Sensor Cooking - automatically selects optimum microwave
cooking time and power level for popular foods

Slide-In Range - combination cooktop/oven; slides between
two cabinets with the cooktop resting on the countertop

SpeedBake® - air circulating fan which reduces cooking time
by up to 30%

SpeedCleanTM (Dishwashers) - Frigidaire's exclusive wash
cycle that takes only 50 minutes to wash and dry your dishes

SpeedCleanTM (Ovens) - self-cleaning option that will clean
lightly soiled ovens up to 33% faster

SpillSafeTM Shelves - sealed glass shelves that contain spills

Tall Tub Dishwasher - a large tub design that can 
accommodate larger dishes and cookware

Wall Oven - a chamber for baking and roasting foods which is
built into a wall or cabinet

Warming Drawer - drawer that enables you to keep foods
warm until ready to serve; may also be used for storage
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